
September 26, 2018 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

The New Testament has two words for time.  One is chronos, which means linear time, 

like the ticking of a clock.  Kairos, the other word, means “the right time” or “God’s 

time.”  It seems that Gloria Dei is experiencing a “Kairos” moment because once again 

some of our challenges are leading us into exciting and beautiful questions about our 

future.   

 

For almost twenty years, Gloria Dei has been evaluating and addressing the building to 

make sure our ministry remains vibrant and exciting.  The 2002 addition set into motion a 

vibrant and growing children’s ministry by adding rooms and created a deeper sense of 

community by giving us better, accessible places to gather.  The most recent project fixed 

years of deferred maintenance and opened our building to greater community use.   

 

Now, it’s time to address the sanctuary.  As you know, we’ve gotten good at “work-

arounds.”  Tim plays around all the parts of the organ that don’t work anymore.  Worship 

leaders work around a chancel space that constricts movement and inhibits a sense of 

community.  Thus, we have a new question, “What do we need to do to ensure that the 

room that houses our worship continues to be vibrant, meaningful, and transformative?” 

Perhaps, we’ve saved this most important conversation for last. 

 

Our sanctuary was designed beautifully to house Lutheran worship as it was practiced in 

1950.  Since then, liturgical renewal has re-emphasized the role of community in 

worship, placed Holy Communion and Baptism back at the center of congregational life, 

and reinfused the people’s gathering with the joy of resurrection. In addition, the music 

repertoire of the church has exploded with creativity in the last fifty years.  Evangelical 

Lutheran Worship, our hymnal, includes 893 hymns, more than any hymnal in Lutheran 

history.  New music is published every day. 

 

Gloria Dei’s identity is grounded strongly in the Lutheran tradition, yet the congregation 

prizes a creative and relevant interpretation of that tradition.  We are both old and new, 

traditional yet reforming, ancient and fresh.  Can you imagine Gloria Dei without either 

of those elements?  We hold them together beautifully.  Now, we need a sanctuary that 

helps us do that.  We need space that is beautiful, traditional, and faithful to its 

architectural style.  Yet, at the same time, we need a space that is flexible enough for us 

to practice new patterns, imagine new futures, and create meaningful connection among 

those gathered.  We also need a room that could be more open to the community for 

concerts, lectures, or civic gatherings. 

 

The principle of old and new, held together, also applies to the organ.  Congregational 

singing is at the core of Gloria Dei’s identity.  We’re not accustomed to singing along 

with one leader or with a band because we love to sing TOGETHER.  We also love to 

sing in harmony. The pipe organ is simply the best instrument to support communal song.  

Both instrument and people literally breathe together.  The pipe organ is also the 

instrument best-suited to accompany the Lutheran tradition’s rich history of hymn 

singing.  At the same time, the pipe organ will not be the only instrument in our 

repertoire.  We will continue to explore new, folk, global, and multicultural styles that 

require other instrumentation.  We need a space that can support small ensembles with 

various instrumentation alongside our beautiful grand piano.  We also need a space that 



will give future generations the freedom to continue this exploration. While it’s true that 

some congregations have stopped using the pipe organ, Gloria Dei is part of the faith 

community that will bring the pipe organ to new generations. 

 

In kairos time, God uses open doors and our faithful imagination to do new things.  

We’re not sure how this process will unfold or how we will solve our problems with 

creative solutions, but we do know that the Holy Spirit promises to give life to us as we 

go.  There’s no doubt that, when we are open to the movement of the Spirit, the energy of 

the church arises and love grows.  Thanks be to God! 

 

 

 
Rooted in Christ, 

Pastor Bradley E. Schmeling 

 


